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1. Introduction 

It is still very difficult to explain experimentally ob

served characteristics of hadron decays of the ~~(3095) and 

~ 1 
(3684) within the framework of various quark models which 

were proposed for these particles. Thus, according to the pre

dictions of the models with coloured quarks/ 1-3/ a noticeable 

part of decays of ~1 should occur in the channels 

or (1) 

Here fc±, ;; is the triplet of coloured vector mesons with mass 

~ 3.1 GeV. In the spectrum of charged pions produced in the 

decays of ~1 , to processes (1) there should correspond a mono

chromatic peak which was not observed in ref./4/. However, if the 

relative probability of processes (1) is small, it is difficult 

to single out them from the experimentally observed spectrum of 

charged pions. Note that between the total decay width of f' -
meson and various (observed and assumed) modes of its decay, 

there is a noticeable gap 10-2a;:,f5/ which can be filled with the 

decays of the type (1). 
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In the present paper the authors made an attempt to const

ruct the inclusive pion spectrum in the reaction lf~ Jr"t.~X using 

the available experimental data on the widths of diff'erent decay 

modes of ~'and 9!~ supplemented by the statistical hypothesis 

concerning charge states of multipion systems which was used in 

ref./6/ to analyse the pion decay modes of ~~~ • Then based 

on the reconstructed one-pion spectrum we evaluate the possibi

lity of presence of processes (1). 

2. Decays of Jtl3§84) 

Table 1 represents different decay modes of ~~3684) obser-

T a b l e 1 

Balance-sheet of the 1V'C3684) decay 

Ll o d e 

ee.-, tt+tt
':1/t + !T"'Ji-

t;l~ + '2 
total decay into :ft + •• • 

direct hadronic decays 

decays through one-photon 
intermediate state 

radiative decays 

T o t a l 

4 

~t('j1>) 
-

-2 

32 ! 4 

4 ! 2 

57 ! 8 

~13.5 

-2.5 

.(7 

82 + 10 

~ 

ved experimentally and assumed on the basis of experimental 

data (see also refs./5,71). The decay modes into lepton pairs and 

into ~J't(3095) are determined experimentally. As concerns the 

remaining modes, we only make additional assumptions. Let us 

consider the so-called direct transitions of ~1(3684) to 

usual hadrons which occur with the conservation of isospin and 

(; -parity. At present the provisional data for the relationgi8/ 

r ( 11''..- ,z,+ .2torJ r(1f'~K.,.Kir.,.JTJ _ . r(11 '~ l'i!. 
--.,.,....--~-.,..~---:; = O.'tl· - 0. 5.f J - O.SY. rr?N _..z,+.~,,-Jr~ ~ r('A~ ~ K.,.K-,.'R-J r(:y,; ~I'& 

are known. 

One may expect that the total width of direct decays of 

Jr1 -meson into usual hadrons is also about half width for jV~

-meson, i.e.,about 30 KeV (or 13,5% of the total width of ~'). 

The transitions of r~meson to usual hadrons can also 

proceed through one-photon intermediate state. To estimate the 

total widths of such processes, we use the relation 

((1/'' .. K"'-*hadro+r(q/ .. le-) c:r(e+e-.. hadrou)! 
<1' ( e+e- ~ e+e-) 

off resonance 

~ (2.2 Kev) x 2.5 = 5•5 KeV. 

Thus 1 the ratio of these decays is about 2,5%. Finally, the ex

periment/9/ gave the upper limit about ?.% for the quantity of 

possible radiative decays of r~meson • 

Thus, all the transitions presented in Table 1 comprise 

82.:!;10% of all decays of the ~1 • One may assume that the diffe

rence of 10-20% is due to experimental errors. But it can be 

also due to other decay modes ofr!meson. At present there are 

some indications to the existence of this isosinglet pseudo-
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scalar heavy meson X (280o/4/. The existence of such a meson 

might ~avour the ~ollowing decays/51; 

?f'~ X {2fOo) + 37!' 
1f' _.. !roo_%' ( cJ'Oo) 

(including W 

However, we can suggest a more drastic hypothesis on the exis

tence of decays (1). To check up the latter, we undertake the 

calculations under ~vo assumptions: 

1) The decay of' 'f ~meson proceeds only via the dominating 

modes 

?f' ~ o/!1-' + 2rr , (2) 

1;/ .... o/lf + 2 (3) 

For the sake of simplicity, we have neglected the contribution 

of the direct decays of the Y' . 
2) The decay of the l'f1 proceeds in channels (2), (3) and 

additional channels (1), 

To determine the spectrum of charged pions produces in 

react.ion (2), we have used the phenomenological expression for 

the Lagrangian of the interaction of mesons with 2tr -system: 

J&tt = 111rt' iTf'!:frte //; (U~t~}/t Ji + h1~ Jmre o,..,o'Jr,rE. (4) 

which takes into account [3, -resonance (with mass mE.,..., 0.65 Gev 

and width {E.."' O, 5 mE. ) in S-wave f(ff -scattering and reproduces 

correctly the experimental spectrum of' the effective mass of the 

two-pion system/10• 111, The single- particle spectrum correspon

ding to (4) in rest system of Jr~meson is defined by the formula: 

de-
Eft' (Ph-

.t.. . 
I f dn~ (Hz- .Z1?1ffi) 

P1r ( H 2- J??/ ~ : 1£. .z_/· t- 111l 1£. t. 

6 

(5) 

') 

,. 

'rhe integration in (5) is performed in square of the two-pion 

effective mass 11~over the domain defined by the conditions 

( ( ft1,j, -11'1'2-jE, - 2 p# 1'171' - f12(1'1q,' -E")} z~ 
~ p;[{/1:, -11; +!1:z.-2Eirff11//-'tm,t11/l 

11;, -M; +Hz- 2Eil'H~pt ~ ZJ??JT#tv' 

3. Decays of o/{t ( 3095) 

At present the probabilities of only those hadron decays 

of the ':!/ r are measured in which the number 0~ neutral partic

les is /110 ~ I . Evidently, this is the main cause of a c onsiderab

le gap between the total width o~ the ~and the measured par

tial widths. There are no experimental data for multipion decay 

modes with the number of particles AV>j? also. 

To calculate the probabilities of different charge confi

gurations in the system of 11, K -mesons produced in the decay 

of the :Jj1jl' , in ref/61 the statistical hypothesis on equal 

weights was used for the states with the same number of particles, 

the total isospin T and its projection 73 . The isospin and 

G -parity of o/y-meson were taken to be equal to 0- 1121. In 

the case of the so-called direct decays of the o/t into odd 

number of pions and into K K + even number of pions, the isospin 

of the produced multiparticle system coincides with the isospin 

of the initial state and is equal to zero. For the decay into 

even number of pions whtch proceeds via the G-parity violation 

in electromagnetic interaction, the final state has isospin 

T== I • 
According to ref,/1 3/ the probability for the system of Af 

pions with the isospin T and its projection~ =0 of finding 

in the state (n+ n_ n0) (where n+ , 11_ , n0 are the numbers of 
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IY~ rr-, Jr" -mesons, respectively) is defined by the formula 
I -Z, :J. 1 

N. q ~- j{1 ,):VZ.x""clx forT::. 0 
I 1 I "'- +X/ , J' , n+.no.n_. -1 

Pn+-Yio/11- /V 

N.' -.ln+-ij
4 

2.h+ n0 +i .J (6) 
1 1 1 2.. (1+:x) X a'x_, forT= 7 

'~+ . ho. n_. - j 

For the states containing KR or nucleon-antinucleon pair plus 

AI pions, we have (T=O) 

N.' " -(n+n) 2. P. "' £ + - - J no ~.,. '1 +d. 
n+n

0
11_ n+!11_!n

0
! dxx (l+x) - (7) 

-~ 

Since the charge of the KK- or nucleon-antinucleon - system 

is not fixed, between n+ and n_ there may be any of the relations 

n+ = "'- 11+ = n_ :r .1 

Using (6,7) one can obtain,on the basis of the experimen

tally known widths of the decay into the states with t]
0

S I , the 

probabilities of the remaining possible (under a given multipli

city) charge configurations. 

Tp determine the probabilities of pion decay modes with a 

large number of pions, we have used the Poisson distribution 

over multiplicity with(A/)=7 proposed in ref./61. 

According to experimental data/4/ for the relations 

r(o/'1' ~ 1r!X) ~ r('Jt ~ ~<:tx):zr(o/'1~ tX)=o.!fs: o.ILt .. o. o6z (8) 

the amount of decays into KK + pions should be about ~49~ of 

the total width of the ~~ 161. The measured widths taking 

account of the states obtained by the isospin invariance give 

the ratio about 5%. Therefore, one should expect a large contri-
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bution to the total width of the ~~ from the decays into 
the states with more than four pions together with the Jr~ -pair. 
By rough estimation of the contributions of these modes, we simpli

fY the calculations 

number of pions and 

by considering only the decays into even 

the KK -pair and put 

{(tilt;.,) kK61r) = 
ftot (tlf'!) 

r(.7/t-.,)Kitn)= r(:t;1 ~K~foHj= 6;~ 
ftot (.7/ti) fi:o~ (!7/f) 

The decays into the states with the nucleon-antinucleon pair 

were also considered. To satisfy the relations (8) according to 

which the width of all the decays into these states comprises 

about 6% of fiot (-1';-},we put 

r ( o/r; ~ Nfi,) "' r P/st .,) 1/NJn} = 
f/,ot ('/f) ftot {:Jjr;} 

r(o/tf ~M.YS'!) = 

/l,ot {o/sl'} 
Z/,. 

(the number of pions were chosen to be odd, since the experiment 

gave only the decays of the o/~ into #N!r with the width 

(0-37:t0.19)%of fiot(:lJ;) ). 
The width of the above decays is about 59% of the total 

width of the ~;'~ • Together with the lepton decays, it is 

about 73% of fiot {f~. The authors of papezl61 assume that the 

remaining 27% of the decays of the o/t proceed through the 

channels 

tl/tf ~ ~ + n~ 

.Jfr ~ '?..'.,. nJr • 

If (;-parity in these processes is conserved,then n 

9 

(9) 
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odd, For rough estimation of the contribution of processes (5) 

to the pion spectrum, we put n = S , net, = ~ • 

naturally, the assumptions of this kind allow the pion 

spectrum in the decays of the o/t to be only roughly evaluated. 

To calculate the contribution of the decay modes of the ~~ 

with the given multiplicity to the total spectrum, one needs 

only the quantities '/rtod.lJ}and <11cJ, ::> 'lli:orfJ/rf) • The 

values of these quantities chosen on the basis of the above 

assumptions are given in table 2. 

4. The calculations of the spectrum of charged pions 

The results of calculations performed by the l!onte-Carlo 

,netllod are represented in fiP,S. 1 and 2 a.s the distributions 

over the pion missing mass, 

~ ~ L 
1'11< = /'1/f' - 2E11 Mf' + ""~~" 

Note, since the calculated pion spectra for the number of partic

les Al-10 appeared to ue insensitive to the change of particles 

by one or two, then to estimate the contribution of modes with 

N o=10-i 13 there have been uaed for them the spectra of mo0es , 
with 10 particles. 

In fig, 1 the solid line is the experimental histogram 

from ref/ 41, the dotted line represents the calculation results 

under the assumption that the processes of type (1) are absent. 

The calculated histogram is normalized in such a way that the 

total number of events would coincide with the experimental one 

for 2.4 Gev ~ f1x !!; 3.48 Gev perhaps pions with energy T ~ 60 UeV 
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T a b 1 e 2 

Values of 1/iiot <nc~,>L 
' fiot 

for various o/p decay moden 

L ,% r 
<11c~,> 7: 

f":to-t -l:ot 

fll 2.4*) 4.8 
5/r 6 20 
nr 7 33.2 
97r 4,6 27,2 
11fT' 2 :14.6 
131r 0.7 6,1 
41r 1,0 2.8 
61r 2.25 9 
811 2 1.0.5 
10fl' 1 6.7 
12 rr 0,37 2.9 
NiVrr 2 1.32 
r~iibfi 2 4,05 
NN51i 2 6,6 
KKfffi' 1.6 2.13 
KK* +-KK" 0.55 0.37 
KKif!i 2.7 7 
K£6!1' 6 24 
KK. Ktr 6 32 
K£10ff 6 40 

'Z oil 13.5 54 

rz 1SI/ 13.5 54 

e"'e~ ~~- 14 0 

K) Value from the Poisson distribution/6/, 
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were not detected in experiment). There is the satisfacto~J 

agreement with the experimental histogram within the statistical 

errors. 

A specific feature of the experimental spectrum is a consi

derable number of events with low pion energy ( f1x ;;:: 3-3 Gev). 

This favours the assumption on a considerable contribution of 

multipion modes to the total width of the decay of the o/yr . 
The dotted line in fig.2 is obtained taking account of process 

(1) under the assumptions: 

111
1
, = J.oz. Ge.v 7 'fc. ~ i(O Hev J 

r(if 1~fcJi) ;:: fo% 
r{1'~~-t·) 

(10) 

(the mass of .fc -particles is chosen following the "coloured" 

models/1 • 2/ as well as taking account of the fact that the ex

perimental histogram in this range has a small shoulder).The 

peak corresponding to the process (1) is (under the assumptions 

(8)) within the statistical errors. 

Thus., the assumption on the production of the "coloured" 
I 

fc -triplet in the decays of the 1( cannot be finally re-

jected but this would invole the problems of relatively small 

probability of such a process and of large width of fc. -me

sons. 

The authors are grateful to s. B. Gerasimov and V .1,1. Dubovik 

for numerous and useful discussions of the problem. 
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